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to present this concept, MiTek has appointed a seasoned team that is very different from the
typical culture of the IT manufacturing sector. From a technical perspective, the emphasis will be

on the development and broadening of our data center expertise, and the integration of our
EMEA engineering, project management, product management and sales teams. The MiTek

business model is very unique for the industry. While MiTek is building products to supply other
technology companies, it plans to be more of a partner to them than a vendor, providing a broad
range of capabilities that other suppliers may not be able to offer. MiTek recognizes that many
technology companies would like to leverage their services, but many don't have the focus or

operating model that MiTek provides. In fact, MiTek does not intend to sell any products or
services itself, but will rather be a pure-play data center provider. This approach fits well with the
business models of the technology industry since many pure-plays provide product sales, but few

provide customer service, data centers and outsourcing solutions. The Q4 momentum and
financing from this new round will allow MiTek to pursue new sales opportunities with specialized

technology companies. The financing will also be used to pay down debt, build out its data
center operations and enhance its manufacturing capabilities. MiTek has a track record of rapidly

growing and consolidating its markets, and the company expects to continue to disrupt the
industry. MiTek is focused on continuing to build on the momentum it has created thus far, which

has resulted in substantial momentum in revenue, earnings and share price. The company
continues to hire for key engineering and project management positions, and has more than 800

employees.
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aegis was launched in 2002 as a joint venture of dietrich metal framing and mitek. when the
transaction closes, aegis will become a wholly owned division of mitek. the entire aegis team will
remain in place to support continuing operations and capitalize on growth opportunities as the

commercial construction market recovers. mitek will continue to provide a comprehensive set of
trusted fraud detection solutions to its customers. we will also help them to digitize their business

using a broad suite of features, as well as delivering a single platform for identification, data
collection and analytics. san diego--(business wire)--nov. 4, 2021-- id r&d (nasdaq: idr), a leading

provider of facial biometrics-based identity verification solutions, today reported financial results for
both its fiscal year ended september 30, 2021 and fourth quarter ended september 30, 2021. during

the quarter, idr successfully delivered on its strategic focus to become the industrys center of
excellence for facial biometrics-based identity verification. in the fourth quarter, idr generated $23.6

million in revenue, compared to $12.4 million in the same period last year. for the year, idr
generated $122.4 million in revenue, compared to $41.7 million in the same period last year. san
diego--(business wire)--oct. 30, 2021-- mitek (nasdaq: mitk) ( www.miteksystems.com ), a global

leader in digital fraud prevention, today reported financial results for both its fiscal 2021 third
quarter ended september 30, 2021 and full year ended september 30, 2021. total revenue for the

full year fiscal 2021 increased 25% year over year, driven by continued growth in demand for digital
identity verification solutions, while also benefiting from continued strong adoption of mobile deposit

as commerce continues to shift to digital channels. 5ec8ef588b
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